Integrity at work.®

ABOUT NSS
Since 1911, NSS has been helping make
the world a cleaner, healthier, and more
comfortable place. As the only owneroperated, full-line manufacturer of floor and
carpet cleaning machines in the world, NSS
provides high quality, heavy-duty products
to customers in over 60 countries around the
world.
NSS’s priciple-centered leadership has
resulted in an enterprise that places integrity
and relationships above all else. These
strong beliefs are reflected in the way we do
business every day.

INNOVATION

DURABILITY

PRODUCTIVITY

Our Mission:

To help people do good work by
contributing to cleaner, healthier and
more comfortable work places.

NSS Enterprises, Inc
3115 Frenchmens Road
Toledo, OH 43607
P: (800) 677 1663
F: (419) 531 3761
www.nss.com

Charger Series
Battery Burnishers

•

HIGH SHINE

SHINE LIKE A PROPANE BURNISHER

•

LOWER MAINTENANCE AND
FUEL COSTS

A propane burnisher has one thing going for it, constant pad speed. Until the Charger

•

SUPERIOR DUST COLLECTION

discharged. With that in mind, we tuned the Charger Series Burnishers to run at their

•

QUIET AND ERGONOMIC

top speed—even at the battery pack’s lowest charge. Couple that with plenty of

•

NO EMISSIONS OR ODOR

SPECIAL FEATURES
The Charger Series Burnishers are like

Series Burnishers, a battery burnisher’s pad speed decreased as the batteries were

no other burnishers on the market.
FLIP-UP PAD CHANGE POSITION

pad pressure and you have a propane-like shine without the noise, the emissions, the

The flip up head on the Charger

maintenance costs and the fuel costs associated with propane burnishers.

Series Burnishers lets your employees
maintain an ergonomically correct
position while changing the pad. It

USE OUR EXPERIENCE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE
NSS Enterprises set out on a mission to provide a good
alternative to propane burnishers. The Charger Series
Burnishers do just that.
The Charger Series Burnishers shine like propane burnishers,
eliminate noise and emissions, provide easy pad changes and a sulky
option, and provide an obvious advantage in cost of operation.

MAINTAIN INDOOR AIR QUALITY

also lets the Charger fit into tight

It’s no secret that propane burnishers emit carbon

places for storage and makes it easy to

monoxide. The Charger Series Burnishers are

transport.

emission free.

ADD A SULKY

It’s also no secret that burnishing creates dust. To

Increase productivity without much

protect the immediate environment and HVAC

cost. The flip up sulky lets you ride

system, we’ve designed our most effective dust
collection system ever. Underneath the skirt, a

when you want to and walk when

molded chamber directs air up through filter bag.

you need to. Impressive? The voters

The filter bag is made of a three layer non-woven
polypropylene high efficiency filter material.

at the 2008 ISSA Show in Las Vegas
thought so when they voted it the

Filtration systems are only effective when the
filters are properly maintained. To promote proper
maintenance, the filter bag is placed out in the open
where operators will see it every day.

LOWER OPERATING COSTS
If you’re still buying propane burnishers
because they’re lower in price, you’re
not looking at the whole picture. In
addition to the cost of propane itself,
consider the parts required to keep a
burnisher running for a year. Compare
the diagrams on the right and the choice
is easy. Charger burnishers are easier
to maintain, with less hassle and cost,
than any propane burnisher. Replace the
carbon brushes and drive chain annually
and grease the casters every couple of
months and you’re done.

THE CHARGER SERIES OF BATTERY BURNISHERS
Propane Parts

Charger Parts

Charger 2717 DB

Charger 2022 DB

Charger 2022 ABLT

Most Innovative New Product.
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